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SCHOOL UNIFORM
Policy and Procedure

1. Rationale

The wearing of school uniform is aimed at providing a standardised level of dress that

promotes neatness and pride in one’s appearance. One of the main functions of the

uniform is to eliminate competition between students based on fashion trends, the

expense of clothing and accessories.

The wearing of school uniform is compulsory. Parents are expected to ensure that their

children attend school in the correct uniform at all times.

1.1. Purpose *

The School Uniform Policy sets out the requirements for students wearing the
school uniform. It includes responsibilities and what is acceptable.

2. Scope
This Policy applies across the College and there will be no exceptions. Exceptions in
writing approved by principal

3. Definitions
This section sets out definitions for key terms and acronyms referred to in the Policy.
Definitions should be consistent with other documents.

4. Policy Statement

While the uniform policy seeks to ensure that all students, parents and staff are
compliant with the principles that govern the wearing of school uniform, the college is
aware that circumstances may arise that are unclear. In these cases, the overarching
principles that should be applied are that what is being worn:

 does not bring undue attention to the individual; and
 enhances the natural appearance.

4.1. Uniforms

Summer Uniform is to be worn in Terms 1 & 4 and Winter Uniform to be worn in

Term 2 & 3. Summer Uniform may be worn in the first three weeks of Term 2 and the

last three weeks of Term 3.
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4.1.1. Girls

Summer

 Navy check summer dress;

 Dress length should be no shorter than the top of the knee;

 The prescribed school hat must be worn;

 White ankle sock with 2 navy stripes (Only available through the College);

 Black lace up shoes for Years 3 to 12; black school shoes

(lace up or Velcro) for Years Foundation to 2. Buckled shoes are not

allowed.

 Jumper may be worn in cooler weather.

Winter

 Navy jumper;

 Light blue long sleeve shirt as supplied through the College uniform shop;



 Navy check skirt (skirt to be no longer than lower calf);

 College tie;

 Navy tights or navy knee high stockings;

 Black lace up shoes for Years 3 to 12; black school shoes

(lace up or Velcro) for Years Foundation to 2. Buckled shoes are not

allowed.

Sport

 College navy polo top;

 College navy mesh shorts;

 College track top (winter);

 College track pants (winter);

 Socks (summer College uniform socks);

 Sports shoes: runners, cross trainers or court shoes. Students

may wear footwear with their sports uniform that is suitable for sports but

not dependent on colour. Suitable footwear does not include boots, skate

shoes, volleys or canvas (cloth) shoes.

4.1.2. Boys

Summer

 Light blue short sleeve shirt as supplied through the College uniform shop;

 College navy shorts;

 The prescribed school hat must be worn;

 White ankle sock with navy stripes (only available through College);

 Black lace up shoes for Years 3 to 12; black school shoes (lace up

or Velcro) for Years Foundation to 2. Buckled shoes are not allowed.

 Jumper may be worn in cooler weather.

Winter

 Navy jumper;
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 Light blue long sleeve shirt as supplied through the College uniform shop;

 Navy trousers;

 Navy tie;

 Navy socks to calf length;

 Black lace up shoes for Years 3 to 12; black school shoes (lace up

or Velcro) for Years Foundation to 2. Buckled shoes are not allowed.

Sport

 Navy polo top;

 Navy mesh shorts;

 Socks (summer socks);

 Sports shoes: runners, cross trainers or court shoes;

 Track top (winter);

 Track pants (winter);

 Sports Uniform to be worn on specified sports day.

4.2 H a ir,M a ke up a nd Je we lle ry

4.2.1 Girls

General appearance and presentation should be tidy, complement a natural

appearance, and not draw undue attention to the individual.

o Girls may wear light foundation from Year 7, and light makeup from

Year 10. Clear nail polish may be worn for these Year levels.

o Hair and makeup should be natural in appearance, tone and

colouring.

o Hair must be worn off the face so that it does not fall across the

eyes.

If hair is longer than shoulder length it should be secured back.

o Hair bands, clips or hair ties should be in the College colours (navy,

light blue and white), or matching natural tones.

o A watch may be worn; and one pair of small, plain studs, sleepers

or pearls in the lower earlobe only. No other jewellery or body

modifications are permitted. Students will be expected to remove

items that are outside policy.

4.2.2 Boys

General appearance and presentation should be tidy, complement a natural

appearance, and not draw undue attention to the individual

o Hair should be no longer than the collar and no shorter than a

number 2 clipper.

o Hair should be natural in appearance, tone and colouring.

o Boys should present as either clean shaven; or with facial hair

neatly trimmed.
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o A watch may be worn. No other jewellery or body modifications are

permitted. Students will be expected to remove items that are

outside policy.

4.2.3 Exceptions

Students must seek permission from the College before making changes that are

likely to be in breach of guidelines.

o Items needed for health and safety purposes such as Medic Alert

bracelets or tags may be worn.

o Students who are unable to comply for medical reasons should apply

in writing to the Principal, and provide copies of medical advice from

qualified practitioners

o Students who transition in to the College with existing appearance

outside these guidelines will need to make arrangements for the

visible appearance to be of minimal effect. Specifically, hair is required

to be cut, re-coloured or styled, and any additional piercings / body

modifications should be removed, or should be replaced with clear

piercing retainers.

Notes:

 Uniform inspections will be carried out on a regular basis

 All uniform should be correctly fitted

 When necessary the approved school jacket, as supplied through the

uniform shop, may be worn

 Underclothing including undershorts, T shirts and singlets must not be

visible. Exception: long sleeved white T shirt under sport uniform in winter.

 No makeup to be worn, including nail polish and enhancements

 Supportive footwear is required for Physical Education. Fashion volleys,

skate shoes and canvas shoes are not acceptable support.

 Where possible, sport shoes and/or laces should reflect school or neutral

colours

 Year 12 students may substitute the College jumper during summer and

winter with their Year 12 jumper

 Hats must be worn at all times when playing outdoors and with sport

uniform for sport lessons except in the winter months (May, June, July &

August)

 Name labels are compulsory on all clothing items, hats and school bags.

Navy College issue backpacks are compulsory & need to be marked clearly with

student’s name.
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END OF POLICY


